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OUTCOME Not Upheld 

 
 
SUMMARY 
 
A television advertisement for Dettol spray and hand wash shows a teacher at a school that 
has volunteered to be a “Dettol Primary.”  The teacher is spraying desks with a can of Dettol 
Glen 20 disinfectant and encouraging children to wash their hands with Dettol hand wash 
after gardening and a craft session. A second Dettol television advertisement shows the 
mother of a young girl encouraging outdoor play but spraying her shoes and back-pack with 
Dettol Glen 20 and rewarding hand-washing with Dettol hand wash with a star on a chart 
headed: “Have you done all your healthy habits.” 
 
The Complainant was concerned that the advertisements showed stringent cleanliness that 
would kill good germs as well as bad and lower a child's immunity. 
 
The majority of the Complaints Board said that the two advertisements promoted good 
hygiene in schools and a home in an attractively illustrated, if sometimes over-the-top, way.  
The majority did not see the advertisements as suggesting consumers should spray 
everything and there was no claim there were more germs in the environment to fear than 
were known and Dettol must be sprayed to reduce their risk to children. 
 
In accordance with the majority, the Complaints Board ruled the complaint was Not Upheld. 
 
[No further action required] 
 
Please note this headnote does not form part of the Decision. 

 
  
 
COMPLAINTS BOARD DECISION 
 
The Chair directed the Complaints Board to consider the advertisements with reference to 
Basic Principle 4 and Rules 2 and 6 of the Code of Ethics. This required the Complaints 
Board to consider whether or not the advertisements contained anything which, either 
directly or by implication, was likely to deceive or mislead the consumer and if they had been 
prepared with a due sense of social responsibility to consumers and society. The Complaints 
Board was also required to consider whether the advertisements exploited superstitious 
consumers or unjustifiably played on fear. 
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The Complaints Board ruled the Complaint was Not Upheld. 
The Complaints Board noted the two television advertisements for consideration were in 
diverse settings, a school (Advertisement One) and a home (Advertisement Two). 
 
The Complaints Board accepted that the Complainant was concerned that the 
advertisements were misleading, showing (Advertisement One) a teacher liberally spraying 
Dettol in the classroom, including on desks, to kill germs, and a mother (Advertisement Two) 
spraying “everything her daughter touches at home” with Dettol. The Complainant was 
worried that such stringent cleanliness would kill good germs as well as bad, would lower 
children's resistance to illness and that, as a trend, could cause immune deficiency illnesses 
and allergies. 
 
The Complaints Board then turned to the response of the Advertiser, Reckitt Benckiser 
Limited. The Advertiser submitted that not everything was sprayed with Dettol Glen 20 in the 
advertisements. The spraying of backpacks, shoes and school desks was shown, as well as 
hand-washing.  The Advertiser further submitted that both advertisements began with 
outdoor settings where children came into contact with plants, animals and dirt and hence 
microorganisms in their environments and were not depicted as being isolated from that 
environment.  
 
The Advertiser submitted only frequently touched surfaces were sprayed in Advertisement 
One. In both advertisements the intention was to show a balance between activities in which 
children were exposed to microorganisms in different environments and good hygiene 
practices in the form of hand washing and a selective use of disinfectant to help limit the 
transmission of pathogens. 
 
The Complaints Board noted the Advertiser's contention that the hypothesis that stringent 
cleaning and killing good germs lowers immunity and causes immune deficiency illnesses 
and allergies has been a subject of debate for many years. The Advertiser provided 
examples and references related to debate over the “hygiene hypothesis.” 
 
The Complaints Board additionally noted the response to the complaint on behalf of the 
media from the Commercial Approvals Bureau (CAB) which saw both commercials as 
promoting good hygiene which was the best way to stop germs spreading.  The CAB view 
was that though it was true a certain amount of exposure to germs was necessary to 
stimulate immune systems it was only sensible to adopt some simple rules of good hygiene 
where large numbers of children were in close proximity and infections could easily be 
transferred. 
 
The Complaints Board agreed that Advertisement One promoting the use of Dettol for good 
hygiene in schools was not in breach of Rules 2 or 6 or Basic Principle 4 of the Code of 
Ethics. The advertisement was presented in a balanced way and was not misleading in its 
promotion of good hygiene at school. The use of the spray on shared desks in the classroom 
where children worked in close proximity and the depiction of handwashing did not play on 
fear. 
 
Turning to Advertisement Two, the majority of the Complaints Board agreed with the CAB 
view and observed that it promoted good hygiene in an attractively illustrated, if sometimes 
over-the-top, way.  The majority did not see the advertisement as suggesting consumers 
should spray everything and there was no claim there were more germs in the environment 
to fear than were known and that Dettol must be sprayed to reduce their risk to children. 
 
The minority of the Complaints Board considered Advertisement Two could promote fear at 
home in parents of healthy children as it advocated an extreme approach to keeping germs 
at bay. In the minority view, spraying Dettol on bags and shoes was unnecessary and played 
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on fear that the environment was so dirty the only way to protect children engaging in normal 
activities was liberal spraying of Dettol.  
 
However, in accordance with the majority, Advertisement Two did not reach the threshold of 
fear set out in Rule 6 of the Code of Ethics and complied with the requirements of Rule 2 
and Basic Principle 4 of the Code of Ethics. 
 
In summary, Advertisement One set in the school was unanimously Not Upheld and in 
accordance with the majority, the Complaints Board also ruled that the complaint was Not 
Upheld for Advertisement Two set in the home. 
 
  
 
DESCRIPTION OF ADVERTISEMENT 
 
The two 30-second television advertisements are for two Dettol products, Hand wash and 
Glen 20 antiseptic spray. 
 
Advertisement One opens with a teacher, identified by a caption as “Christine, a principal of 
16 years,” with her charges, a group of small children dressed in blue uniforms and wearing 
blue sun hats. The teacher says she knows how “germy” schools are and it is her duty to 
help keep children “happy and protected in the best way.” She adds that is why the school is 
becoming “Dettol primary” for a year, as part of a “Dettol healthy habits programme, teaching 
our children how to wash properly using Dettol hand wash and disinfecting our classroom.”     
The children are seen in the playground and school garden, hands in the dirt, one 
contemplating a snail on her hand, and later at a craft class using play dough.  They are later 
seen washing their hands with Dettol hand wash and the teacher is seen spraying desks 
with Dettol. The teacher says: “Our parents love it and our school now has 10 times more 
protection from germs” as the children are seen heading out. The Dettol logo flashes in the 
centre of the screen above a ribbon containing the message: “10X better protection.” The 
advertisement ends with an invitation to visit the Dettol website “to see the difference we're 
making.” 
 
Advertisement Two shows a small girl, “Macy,” carrying a hen and “Anna, Macy's mum,” 
saying she knows Macy, who “is always going to get grubby,”  is fully protected at the “Dettol 
school” when she's not around, and, at home, “Dettol 20 is amazing to help stop germs right 
at my door. ”The advertisement shows her spraying a school bag and shoes. The mother 
says: “Macy will always be Macy but it's great to see her washing her hands with Dettol hand 
wash especially after all the kind of stuff she gets up to.” The girl is seen putting a star on a 
chart labelled “Have you done all your health habits” in the “washing hands” column. The 
advertisement, which also warns in script to always read the label and use only as directed,” 
ends with an invitation to find out more at the Dettol website. 
 
 
COMPLAINT FROM J. GREGORY 
 
I am very concerned about some ads you screen on TV 1 being misleading. These ads 
promote Dettol Protex, when the mother sprays everything her daughter touches and the 
teacher who sprays desks and backpacks to kill germs at school.  That to me is ridiculous. 
These ads are sending the wrong message, because such stringent cleanliness kills the 
good germs too.   
 
I feel that would lower a child’s immunity, and when they are exposed to germs they would 
get really ill because their body is not used to exposure to germs.  It wouldn’t surprise me 
that this trend causes immune deficiency illnesses and allergies.  I would like to see these 
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ads investigates and the true facts stated.  There are good germs too, and if these are killed, 
the body has no protection.   
 
In my case, with the children on a neighbouring farm, their mother was paranoid about 
germs, even to scalding the milk they drank.  She was horrified when I was allowed to milk a 
cow into a mug, then drink the milk.  They got sick more than I did.  Now I am in my 68th 
year, and do heavy physical work.  
 
 I do 5 contract gardens as well on my own.  I have always been strong and hearty, and I 
don’t think these children are now.  I don’t like to think of parents being misled, as health is 
so important.  A strong immune system is vital for good health. 
 
 
CODE OF ETHICS 

 
Basic Principle 4: All advertisements should be prepared with a due sense of social 
responsibility to consumers and to society. 
 
Rule 2: Truthful Presentation - Advertisements should not contain any statement or 
visual presentation or create an overall impression which directly or by implication, 
omission, ambiguity or exaggerated claim is misleading or deceptive, is likely to 
deceive or mislead the consumer, makes false and misleading representation, 
abuses the trust of the consumer or exploits his/her lack of experience or knowledge. 
(Obvious hyperbole, identifiable as such, is not considered to be misleading). 

 
Rule 6: Fear - Advertisements should not exploit the superstitious, nor without 
justifiable reason, play on fear. 

 
 
 
RESPONSE FROM ADVERTISER, RECKITT BENCKISER LIMITED 
 
 
Thank you for your communication dated 27 April outlining consumer compliant 16/142. 
Please see the following response to this. 
 
This has been broken this down into 3 areas based on the concerns raised by the 
complainant: 
 

1) "Spraying everything' with Dettol 
2) Dettol kills "good germs" 
3) Stringent cleanliness killing good germs and thereby lowering immunity and causing 

immune deficiency illnesses and allergies 
"Spraying everything" with Dettol 
 
The advertisements for Dettol Glen 20 do not spray everything. The advertisements show 
spraying of backpacks, shoes, school desks. They also show handwashing. 
 
The advertisements both begin with outdoor settings in which children come into contact with 
plants, animals and dirt and hence microorganisms in their environment. They are not 
depicted as being isolated from that environment. 
 
in the advertisement set at home, the mother sprays two items (e.g. backpack, shoes) and 
not everything as stated by the complainant. 
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The advertisement set at school shows a desk being sprayed to disinfect it, as an example 
of a frequently touched surface. Frequently touched surfaces become contaminated with 
germs and are one of the common modes by which microorganisms are spread from one 
person to another. The other modes are: 
 

 Person to person direct contact 

 Via droplets in the air (coughing, sneezing, in exhaled air) 
 
Only a frequently touched surface is sprayed and there is no widespread spraying of 
items/surfaces. 
 
The advertisements show a balance between activities in which children are exposed to 
microorganisms in different environments and good hygiene practices (handwashing and 
selective use of a disinfectant) to help limit the transmission of pathogens. 
 
Dettol kills "good germs"  
 
The advertisements show use of Dettol Glen 20, which is a Hospital Grade Surface Spray 
Disinfectant which has been demonstrated to kill a number of microorganisms on both hard 
and soft surfaces when used according to directions. RB only tests the product for certain 
pathogens, which are listed on the label. The active ingredient in Dettol is ethanol which has 
broad spectrum activity against microorganisms, which means that it is expected to kill a 
broad range of germs. 
 
Stringent cleanliness killing good germs and thereby lowering immunity and causing immune 
deficiency illnesses and allergies  
 
The hypothesis that stringent cleaning and killing good germs lowers immunity and causes 
immune deficiency illnesses and allergies has been a subject of debate for many years. It 
has been called the "hygiene hypothesis", a theory originally proposed by Dr David Strachan 
in 1989. 
 
Details from 2 publications follow. 
 
A) "The hygiene hypothesis and its implications for home hygiene, lifestyle and public 
health: 
 
Summary Sally F Bloornfieldl, Ros Stanwell-Smith and Graham A Rook September 
20121  
 
A key publication discussing the hygiene hypothesis and the literature to support or refute it 
is a report by the International Scientific Forum on Home Hygiene entitled: 
 
"The hygiene hypothesis and its implications for home hygiene, lifestyle and public health: 
Summary Sally F Bloomfieldl, Ros Stanwell-Smith and Graham A Rook September 20121 
 
The report reviews the scientific and epidemiological evidence relating to the hygiene 
hypothesis, and examines the implications for hygiene and our overall relationship with the 
microbial world we live in. 
 
The Hygiene Hypothesis, originally postulated in 1989, proposes that a lower incidence of 
infection in early childhood could be an explanation for rising levels of allergic diseases and 
chronic disease. It suggested that this "infection" exposure no longer occurs because of 
higher standards of household and personal cleanliness — in essence that "we have 
become too clean for our own good". 
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Studies show that our daily interactions with microbes, particularly in early life (and possibly 
even prenatally) are vital to health because they interact with the regulatory systems that 
keep the immune system in balance.1 
 
Several studies have challenged the hygiene hypothesis idea. The report states that 
although microbial exposures are vital for immune regulation, there is an "Old Friends" 
hypothesis that says that the required "exposures" are not to infectious diseases, but rather 
environmental, and human microbes. This means that increased risk of allergies and 
infections are not an inevitable trade off from reduced exposure to germs. 
 
Studies have shown the hygiene hypothesis is very much misplaced and, if acted upon 
without reference to the risks of infection, would be dangerous for our health. There is no 
evidence to show that reducing hygiene would have any impact on rates of chronic 
inflammatory and allergic disorders, but there is a significant amount of evidence that it 
would increase the risks of infectious diseases.1 
  
In relation to the increased risk of allergies the IFH report states that "If home and personal 
cleanliness contributes at all, its role is likely to be small relative to factors such as clean 
water, efficient sanitation, cleaner environments and food quality". 
 
The report says: 
 
"Even the cleanest-looking homes still abound with bacteria, viruses, fungi and moulds, as 
well as dust mites and other insects. Microbiological evidence indicates that routine daily or 
weekly cleaning habits have no sustained effect in reducing overall levels or altering the 
types of microbes in our home environment. The idea that we could create a "sterile" home 
through excessive cleanliness is implausible: as fast as they are removed by cleaning, the 
microbes in our homes are being constantly replaced, via dust and air from the outdoor 
environment, by commensal microbes that are constantly shed from the human body and 
our pets, and from contaminated foods brought into our homes. It is often assumed that 
"over cleanliness" is the root cause of the current epidemic of asthma and allergies but in 
reality home cleanliness has not been directly evaluated in relation to the risk of developing 
allergies or CIDs, the epidemiological studies mainly using crude measures based on the 
appearance or poverty of homes or, at best, hygiene activities such as self-reported 
frequency of cleaning or hand washing." (pg 12) 
 
On pg 13 in the report the authors point out that use of soap, detergents and cleaning 
products has risen over the last 50 years, however there is no evidence of a correlation with 
rapid rise in allergies and infectious diseases from the 1970s. There is no confirmed 
evidence of a link between domestic cleaning products or activities and the increased risk of 
atopic disease.1  
 
The report importantly points out that by reducing the burden of infectious diseases, hygiene 
can reduce the need for antibiotic prescribing, which is the major contributor to antibiotic 
resistance. 
 
It is now accepted that infection control are important to reduce the spread of drug-resistant 
infections. 
 
Studies have shown that non-targeted use of antibacterial products for general day-to-day 
cleaning has no impact on ongoing microbial levels in the home. In addition there is no 
evidence that people living in cleaner homes have more allergies, and there is no evidence 
that adding antibacterial agents to cleaning products is a risk factor for reducing the 
effectiveness of the immune system. 
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The report states: 
 
"We need to develop health promotion messages that help people to distinguish between 
letting children interact with their environment while also protecting them, as far as possible, 
against potentially harmful microbes. It is vital that, alongside messages about the need for 
healthy exposure to our environment, we promote the need for hygiene at appropriate times. 
We might, for example, encourage children to play and interact freely with each other and 
their environment, which exposes them to a wide range of microbes (but inevitably also 
some exposure to potential pathogens, because there will always be some risk), but 
rigorously enforce the need for actions such as hand washing after visiting the toilet, before 
eating food, after farm visits and so on, where there is a risk of exposure to levels of 
pathogens which cause clinical disease." (pg 17) 
 
"The principle of targeted hygiene is that it focuses on identifying the key routes by which 
pathogens are transmitted, and intervening at critical points at the appropriate time to reduce 
the risks of transfer of infection, but also recognising the value of maintaining exposure to 
our environment." (pg 19) 
 
RB is promoting the abovementioned messages in our current TVCs. They show a balance 
between children interacting with their environment and also using good hygiene. 
 
B) "Too clean, or not too clean: the Hygiene Hypothesis and home hygiene" 
 
SF Bloomfield,* R Stanwell-Smith,* RWR Crevel,* and J Pickups* 
 
Clin Exp Allergy. 2006 Apr; 36(4): 402-425. 
 
This article discusses the hygiene hypothesis in detail. Some conclusions are: 
"The increase in allergic disorders does not correlate with the decrease in infection with 
pathogenic organisms, nor can it be explained by changes in domestic hygiene." (Abstract) 
 
The review concludes that the relationship of the hypothesis to hygiene practice is not 
proven, and it supports initiatives seeking to improve hygiene practice. (Abstract) 
 
"Thus, despite some good evidence supporting a link between microbial exposure and 
susceptibility to atopic disease, clear evidence is still lacking as to the nature of the critical 
changes that might have occurred, whether it is the general level of exposure which is 
important, or exposure to specific microbes, whether exposure is only important at certain 
times of life, or whether the route of exposure is important etc. (pg416) 
 
"Evidence of a link between atopy and domestic cleaning and hygiene is weak at best." (Pg 
416) 
 
"In reality routine daily or weekly cleaning habits actually have little effect in reducing 
exposure to microbes beyond the levels that have probably prevailed throughout the rise in 
atopy, even where they involve use of a disinfectant" (pg 416) 
 
"On the basis of current evidence, relaxing hygiene standards seems neither justified, nor 
rational. On the contrary, current concerns about ID, and the key role that hygiene plays in 
controlling ID, provides compelling reasons why we should not do this." (pg 417) NB: ID is 
abbreviation for infectious diseases. 
 
The review "concludes that the relationship of the hygiene hypothesis to hygiene practice 
has not been proved, it lends strong support to initiatives which seek to improve hygiene 
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practice. Whatever the reality regarding atopy and microbial exposure, 'targeted hygiene' 
with its emphasis on selective hygiene intervention when and where risks of infection are 
greatest makes sense on its own merits because it seeks to maximize protection against the 
harmful effects of ID, while retaining the beneficial effects which microbes may have on our 
human and natural environment." (pg 418) 
 
 
References 
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Hopefully this provides insight into our advertising and our position on this complaint. Please 
don't hesitate to contact me if you require further information. 
 
 
RESPONSE FROM COMMERCIAL APPROVALS BUREAU ON BEHALF OF THE MEDIA 
 
 
We have been asked to respond to this complaint under the Code of Ethics Basic Principle 4 
—social responsibility; Rule 2— truthful presentation and Rule 6 —fear. 
 
These two commercials have updated pack shots of the Dettol products. The original 
commercials have aired for some time. 
 
Both of these commercials promote good hygiene in schools. This is the best way to help 
stop germs spreading, while at the same time providing an ideal opportunity to teach 
children the value of cleanliness. Teaching them good habits such as always washing their 
hands before eating or preparing food, after using the toilet, or touching animals and using a 
tissue when they sneeze helps minimise the spread of bacteria. Likewise, cleaning regularly 
touched surfaces such as school desks can also assist in the prevention of germs spreading. 
Poor hygiene and dirty surfaces can easily lead to the spread of colds, flu and stomach 
upsets resulting in both pupils and teaching staff being absent from school. 
 
It is quite true that a certain amount of exposure to germs is needed to stimulate our immune 
systems, but, in an environment where large numbers of children are in close proximity and 
infections can easily be transferred, it is only sensible to adopt some simple rules of good 
hygiene. 
 
CAB sees no reason why this one complaint should be upheld. 
 


